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ARP ESSER Spending Plan 

Reduce Learning Loss 22.3% 

Germantown Central School district will allocate funding to supplement summer education and enrichment programs, 
tutoring during Clipper Aftercare Program, summer curriculum development, and speech therapy for elementary 
students. 

Summer School Learning and Summer Enrichment Programs and Afterschool Tutoring 

The summer science program will serve the elementary grade levels for 3 half days for 3 weeks. The summer program 
will provide a creative and interactive learning environment.  Students will have the opportunity to participate in science 
projects, experiments, lessons on human anatomy, biology, physics and astrology without formal assessment. 

The summer reading camp meets 3 days a week for 4-6 weeks. The program provides an environment that allows 
students to practice reading, writing, listening, speaking, along with OT skills.  These programs help to support social 
development throughout the summer months while reinforcing school year curriculum. 

Math and Reading tutors will be made available during the aftercare hours to assist students with their homework 
individually or in very small groups to address specific focus improvement. 

PPE Supplies 1% 

A portion of funding will be allocated to address the need for additional PPE to maintain effective precautionary 
practices to students playing instruments. 

Minor Remodeling 54% 

Funding will be allocated to address the necessary dewatering and drainage of the newest addition to the building.  The 
allocation to the auditorium project will be used to repair damage to the parking lot. 

The playground surfacing will be installed to replace woodchip area.  Repairs will be made to the playground, so they 
are fully functionable.   Baseball fields will be skinned to comply with safety regulations and standards.  Fencing and 
netting will be installed around the new baseball field to provide a barrier to the nearby road. 

Equipment 23% 

Baseball fields will be skinned to comply with safety regulations and standards.  Fencing and netting will be installed 
around the new baseball field to provide a barrier to the nearby road. 

A portion of funding will supplement the general fund appropriation to replace the districts truck and plow. 

Additional touchless water fountains with filters will be installed to both reduce potential exposure to contagious 
illnesses and to provide safe drinking water. 

 


